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Project Report. Civil Registry INTRODUCTION Civil Registry is the online system or agency to help the Indian citizens to
apply for their government records like passport, driving license, voterÂ¶s ID card, PAN card etc.

This project facilitates the public digital computerized identity cards of various governmental departments
from a single source. The project is a practical implementation of ASP. Below, I have briefly described the
features and abstract of ASP. You can download the source code, project report, database details, and other
necessary project files of this project from the download links in the post. NET is an online software
developed to enhance and improve governmental services to its citizens. It makes various civil registration
services fast, efficient, and reliable. For the proper functioning of any government, a large number of records
of citizens need to be stored in official government departments. Further, the recorded data of people are
required to be updated in accordance with new registration. This creates a need of an automated system of
registration. The manual system of Civil Registration is really tedious and time consuming. As it requires huge
number of papers and manpower, obviously, it is uneconomical as well. For a simple birth or death
registration, one has to waste whole day to visit the government office. In order to overcome these drawbacks
of manual system, proposed system is designed to work online which can be browsed from anywhere. As the
use of computer and internet is rapidly growing all over the world, the computerized system are more
preferred and expected to be more efficient. This proposed project is a similar highly efficient computerized
web-based software. It is developed using ASP. It helps the government in computerization of civil
registration procedure and digitalization of official cards such as citizenship, ration card, voter card, etc. It
reduces the manual official works, and is less time consuming. It can be browsed easily from anywhere with
the facility of internet access. It reduces the use of papers and workers in government offices. So, it improves
the economic condition of government offices. How Civil Registration System Works: After the complete
installation of system in government departments, citizens should register with application to get username
and password. After having authenticated username and password, the citizen is considered to be an official
user and can use the system. When the user is logged in the system, a list of official registration such as birth
registration, PAN card application, passport application, etc. Then, a form appears which is to be filled up by
user. Finally, click the submit bottom and wait for official approval of the entered data.
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The Civil Registry Project is developed to help the citizens of India to apply online for register certificates such as birth
certificate, death certificate, marriage certificate etc and for government records like voter's ID card, Passport, PAN card,
Driving License etc by using internet.

NET with C 2. NET is software that connects information, people, systems and devices. It spans clients,
servers and developer tools and consists of: NET, which provide a rapid application integrated development
environment for programming with the. NET Framework is the programming model of the. It manages much
of the plumbing, enabling developers to focus on writing the business logic code for their applications. NET
Framework includes the common language runtime and class libraries. Srishti focus on quality, innovations
and leverage deep industry and functional expertise to help customers to transform their highest value business
processes. Our in-depth technical knowledge coupled with industry experience and the unique methodology
enables us to successfully deliver the services to the clients worldwide. Our core competencies are designed to
effectively deliver results to our customers. Training is conducted in the comfortable classrooms at our
training facility and client locations. Experienced instructors make training productive and enjoyable.
Customizable courses and computer lab offer additional options fro your training needs. We also provide
project guidance for all academic students which help them to build a successful portfolio and start their IT
journey successfully. Net Framework for all versions after 6. Visual Studio also added extensive bit support.
The platforms SDK include bit and bit versions of the libraries. NET framework is an integral windows
component that supports building and running the next generation of applications and XML web services. The
key component of the. NET frame work are the common language run time and the. NET and windows forms.
NET framework provides a managed execution environment simplified development and deployment and
integration with a wide variety of programming languages. This framework is made up of the following parts:
NET framework is a new computing platform that simplifies application development in the highly distributed
environment of the internet. NET framework is designed to fulfill following objectives: NET framework can
integrate with any other code. NET framework has two main components: Net framework class library. The
common language runtime is the foundation of the. You can think of the runtime as an agent that manages
code at execution time, and remoting while also enforcing strict type safely and other forms of code accuracy
that ensure security and robustness in fact the concept of code management is a fundamental principle of the
runtime. Code that targets the runtime is known as managed code, while code that does not target the runtime
is known as un managed code. The class library, the other main component of the. NET frameworks is a
comprehensive, object-oriented collection reusable types that you can use to develop applications ranging
from traditional command line or graphical user interface FGUI applications to application base d on the latest
innovations provided by ASP. NET framework can be hosted by unmanaged component that load the common
language runtime into their processes and initiate the execution of managed code. Using internet explorer to
the host runtime enables you to embed managed components or windows forms controls in HTML documents.
Hosting the runtime in this way makes mobile code 9similar to Microsoft Active Xr controls possible, but with
significant improvement that only managed code can offer, such as semi-trusted execution and secure isolated
file storage. The following illustration shows the relationship of the common language runtime and the class
library to your application and to the over all system. The illustration also shows how managed code operated
with in a larger architecture. We can use the. NET framework to develop the following types of application
and services:
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project, civil registry project in asp net download, civil registry free templates, uml daigram for civil registry system.

The current Books and Library Management System does not eliminate the process of searching books within
the library campus. Students have to find books manually. They have to wait until they are not provided with
their library card and token. For receiving book they have to show their library card and wait in line for their
turns. The admin personnel also have to look manually on which day which person will take the charge within
library to manage the overall work. The project library management system is capable to store all the
information in the database from where user will place their query and get the results on the basis of their
query. Only valid users will be able to access this Books and Library Management System. Through this
Books and Library Management System it will be easy to manage accounts and various details of particular
student and employees working under library along with the records of book. This application has a good
appearance and is very easy to operate. It is very simple and easy to access at PHP. It is a very simple source
code. This project provides a lot of features to manage in very well manner. This project contains a lot of
advance modules which makes the back end system very powerful. The main objective for developing this
project in which is used to create a collection of photos to organize their digital photos and to share photos
using internet. It can help to managing photo management like downloading, uploading, scanning images. The
purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing details
through internet. This project provides a lot of features to manage all the data in very well manner. This
project contains a lot of advance modules which makes the backend system very powerful. It can also
managed daily transactions with intake and outgoing data. It also provides time to time current status
information related to stock. It can be used to store the details of the inventory, update the inventory based on
the sale details, produce receipts for sales, generate sales and inventory reports periodically etc. The purpose
of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the stock. It saves
our time and money. The main objective for developing this project is to managing to calculate the average
grades of a student.. It can used to calculate the marks of a student through online. It helps to describe how to
manage grading system, give grading, results of grading. Today Online Examination System has become fast
growing examination method because of its speed and accuracy. Online Examination System is the simplest to
use web-based application for schools, colleges, university, coaching classes, training centers, certification
agencies, recruitment firms to conduct timer-based, completely automated paperless examinations. Online
Examination System has modules like question bank, examination , test setup, giving examination, calculate
results, view results, store test data, administrator module to manage examination, question and its options.
Online Examination System is also needed less manpower to execute the examination. Today, almost all
exams and recruitment tests are being conducted in online mode. The main objective of Online Examination
System as follows are: To provide an interface through which student can appear for examination online for
objective as well as subjective type question. To provide registration for students done by themselves. To not
provide facility of copy and paste while attempting the subjective questions on the web page. When the
student starts the exam the timer will start automatically and show the student how much time is left. The
question will be display randomly from question bank. Objective answer will be checked automatically by the
system from the database. The main objective for developing this project Shopping Cart is very important part
of any online store, it not only allows user to accumulate list of items for final purchase, but also calculates
total amount of all the products. An Online Shopping Store which will allow formal and informal merchants in
developing countries to advertise and sell their goods on the internet. This would permit rural communities to
make their wares available to the rest of the world via the World Wide Web. There is a seprate interface for
admin section by which admin can manage all the administrative task. The main objective for developing this
project is to managing content refers to creating, editing, archiving, publishing, collaborating on, reporting,
distributing website content, data and information. Users can get the complete information about the any types
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of content from the Internet. It also provides time to time current information related to content. This project is
meant to ease the process of adding and modifying new content to a webpage. It is used to add, edit, and delete
content on a website. The main objective for developing this project is to manage Student details, prospective
Students, Student Marks Details, Student Attendance Records and all the Students related data. The project
Student Information System is used to save all the reports about students and their academics performances.
This system is very useful for schools, colleges and universities. This project is a student-level data collection
system. The main objective for developing this project is to provides gives information about various
programming languages, general knowledge related questions, information etc. This Project gives a web portal
where students can share information with other students form all over the world. Student Forums allow for
different learning styles. Those students more focused and effective after school hours can engage at times
more suitable to their learning aptitudes. The idea of forum has been adapted from lots of forum in many
websites. It also provides for students time to time current status information related about many forums. The
main objective for developing this project is very useful in our life for train ticket reservation, bus ticket
reservation, tour information etc. It also provides time to time current status information related to our
booking. The purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for
managing reservation tickets. Ticket Reservation System will be easy to use and can be used by any person.
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Civil Registration System is a web-based application developed in www.nxgvision.com to computerize the different
governmental facilities regarding civil registration provided to the public. This project facilitates the public digital
computerized identity cards of various governmental departments from a single source.

Netherlands[ edit ] In the Netherlands , maintaining the civil registry "basisregistratie personen" is the duty of
the municipalities. Before the French Rule , the Netherlands did not have a central registration of its
population, which was introduced in some parts of the country in by the French. In , this registration was
introduced throughout the country. Early in the twentieth century this system was replaced by a card system
that registered families. The move toward individual registration took place in with the introduction of the
persoonskaart, a single card registering a single individual, kept in the municipality. Information gathered on
this card included family name, first names, gender, position within the family, date and place of birth, marital
status, address, and church affiliation, besides information on when a person entered and left a municipality.
When the war was over, mandatory identification was done away with. Municipalities exchange information
through a closed network at the end of each day to a nationwide database, which can be consulted by officials
online. Though it was generally considered "un-Dutch," on 1 January mandatory identification when asked by
a mandated person was reintroduced for everyone over 14; official identification is to be presented for all
important transactions between citizens and government. Romania[ edit ] Civil registries were introduced in
during the Russian occupation, and they followed the Tsarist model of keeping them with church records.
Population registration in Sweden In Sweden, the civil registry is maintained by the Swedish Tax Agency
Skatteverket ; up into the s the Church of Sweden was responsible. Recording of births and deaths was
stipulated in the early 17th century, formal national censuses have been made since the midth century, and
Sweden has one of the longest and most comprehensive suites of civil records of any country. The General
Register Office of England and Wales was set up and the civil registration of births , marriages , and deaths in
England and Wales was became mandatory on 1 July There is also a national body for each jurisdiction. The
local offices are generally responsible both for maintaining the original registers and for providing copies to
the national body for central retention. The office of the superintendent registrar is the district Register office ,
often referred to informally in the media as the "Registry office". Certified copies of the entries made by the
registrars over the years are issued on a daily basis either for genealogical research or for modern legal
purposes such as supporting passport applications or ensuring eligibility for the appropriate junior sports
leagues. On 1 December Registrars and Superintendent Registrars became employees of their local authority
for the first time following the enactment of the Statistics and Registration Service Act England and Wales[
edit ] Births in England and Wales must be registered within 42 days, whilst deaths must be registered within
5 days unless an inquest is called or a post mortem is held. Marriages are registered at the time of the
ceremony by either 1 the officiating minister of the Church of England or the Church in Wales , 2 an
Authorised Person at a Registered Building , religious, or 3 a registrar at a Register Office , Registered
Building or Approved Premise. The official registers are not directly accessible by the general public. Instead,
indexes are made available which can be used to find the relevant register entry and then request a certified
copy of the details. Scotland[ edit ] Civil registration came into force in Scotland on 1 January A significant
difference from the English system is the greater detail required for a registration. This means that if a certified
copy of an entry is requested, it will contain much more information. The General Register Office for Scotland
has overall responsibility for registration administration and drafting legislative changes in this area as well as
census data. They are governed by the Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages Scotland Act and
subsequent legislation responsibility for which has now been devolved to the Scottish Parliament. Mexico[
edit ] In Mexico , vital records birth, death and marriage certificates are registered in Registro Civil, as called
in Spanish. Each state has its own registration form. Until the s, birth certificates were written by hand, in a
styled-cursive calligraphy almost unreadable for the new generations and typically issued on security paper.
After the s, they were issued typed by machine. Currently all copies from people born before and after the s
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are standardized in brown-security paper and are typed automatically by a computer and the CURP , control
identification number in Mexico and the specific dates of issuing are already issued. United States[ edit ] In
the United States, vital records such as birth certificates , death certificates , and frequently marriage
certificates are maintained by the Office of Vital Statistics or Office of Vital Records in each individual state.
Other documents such as deeds , mortgage documents, name change documents, and divorce records , as well
as marriage certificates for those states not centralizing these records, are maintained by the Clerk of Court of
each individual county.
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Download Civil Registry System Project Report in www.nxgvision.com these times it is very difficult to apply for
government papers and cards easily and swiftly, for e.g. If we wish to apply.

Email This Post All engineers need to submit at least one Project Report in four years of engineering. Usually
it is done during a training semester but in many prestigious colleges and universities, students are asked to
prepare project reports in almost every semester. Writing a report is considered to be a very difficult task, if
the student is doing it for the first time. But once you have done it, it becomes an extremely easy and
interesting job. First of all you need to understand different levels of Project Reports. If two students one of B
Tech and one of M Tech will have to write on same topic, then M Tech students need to do a much more
thorough research before preparing a Project Report. But the basic structure remains the same. Also note if its
just a regular report and not a training report you need not write this statement. This is only used when you are
submitting your report after a training semester. Formatting in terms of margins and font sizes will be
discussed later. Acknowledgment This page is added so that you can add a thank note to all those people who
have supported you in your project work. This thank note is not limited to only your guide, you can also add
your friends, family members or any other person who has helped you in your project report. Some projects
are funded by an organization or government, you also need to thank them for the grant. Sample page can be
like this I would like to express my gratitude to all those who gave me the possibility to complete this project.
My colleagues from the Civil Engineering Department supported me in my project work. I want to thank them
for all their help, support, interest and valuable hints. Especially, I would like to give my special thanks to my
parents whose patient love enabled me to complete this work. And at last but not the least I would like to
thank God for the successful completion of my project. Abstract This one page should summarize your entire
project with special emphasis on keywords, your methodology, tools or software used, your findings and
conclusions. Abstract is like the sole of your report and mostly seniors or researchers just read the abstract part
to get information about your project. Table of Contents It should be detailed table of contents and not just the
main headings of your Project Work. It should include the segmentation of your report in chapters and should
also have sub headings listed along with page numbers. A complete list of tables and figures and list of
Symbols and Abbreviations along with proper captions is to be added in the next page after table of contents
along with page numbers.
Chapter 6 : Free Projects Code: Civil Registration System Project Report
The project Civil Registry still requires more development of IT solutions and its applications to improve the issuance of
copies of government certificates and legal documents. Civil registry team trying to get more affiliation to government
offices and departments.

Chapter 7 : How To Write a Project Report?
Project Description: INTRODUCTION. Civil Registry is the online system or agency to help the Indian citizens to apply
for there government records like passport, driving license, voter's ID card, PAN card etc.

Chapter 8 : Civil Registrar System
Download PHP Project Online Civil Registry System. Download PHP Project Online Civil Registry System: Civil Registry
is the online system or agency to help the Indian citizens to apply for their government records like passport, driving
license, voter's ID card, PAN card and register certificates for birth, death, marriage etc.

Chapter 9 : Civil Registration and Vital Statistics System â€“ End-of-Project Assessment Report | Evaluate
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PROPOSED SYSTEM Civil Registry is aimed at developing a web-based system. This website helps all the users to
view the registration The user can post thread in the forum.
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